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1.INTRODUCTION
There are some image synthesis models used CLIP[1] and GAN. 
However, their effectiveness in the food domain has not 
been examined comprehensively yet. 
We reported the results of the experiments on text-based food 
image manipulation using VQGAN-CLIP[2].
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3. EXPERIMENT
1. Compare the prompts for food image editing
2. Fine-tune VQGAN and CLIP on food datasets

The list of food datasets

Prompt for CLIP training

• 𝑥, #𝑥 ∈ ℝ𝟑×𝟐𝟓𝟔×𝟐𝟓𝟔

• #𝒛 ∈ ℝ𝟐𝟓𝟔×𝟏𝟔×𝟏𝟔

• 1000 times iteration
• 4-6 minutes per images for image editing 
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2. ARCHITECTURE
Based on VQGAN-CLIP

1. VQGAN encoder generates the latent vector from input images.
2. VQGAN decoder generates output images from latent vector.
3. CLIP calculate similarities between images and prompts.
4. The model calculates the loss by similarities.
5. (Optional) The latent vector gradient !𝒛!"#$ updates by based on 𝑧%#&' .
6. The loss function updates the latent vector by gradient descent method.

𝜆!"#$ = 𝜆%&' = 1, ℒ!"#$ = 2 arcsin(
𝐼 − 𝑇
2 , ℒ%&' = 2 arcsin(

𝐼 − 𝐼%&'
2

(𝐼: output image token, 𝐼'():input image token, 𝑇:text token)

datasets name number of categories number of images
Magical Rice Bowl[3] 10 80,408

Foodx251[4] 251 158,846
Food500[5] 500 399,726

Recipe1M(Train, Valid)[6] - 753,251

abbreviation prompts for training pre-train
title_NoPretrain some_title ×

title some_title ∘
ingredients ingredients ∘

ingredients_title ingredients + ' are ingredients in ' + some_title + ' .' ∘
APhotoOf 'A photo of a ' + some_title + ' .' ∘

APhotoOf_ATypeOfFood 'A photo of a ' + some_title + ' , a type of food .' ∘

50k IS↑ FID↓ KID↓(×10())
imagenet1024 7.09 ± 0.10 6.73 3.92 ± 0.46

Magical Rice Bowl 5.97 ± 0.06 7.15 3.51 ± 0.48
foodx251 6.15 ± 0.06 4.59 1.85 ± 0.31
food500 6.62 ± 0.05 4.07 1.66 ± 0.29

Prompts of adding topping→Toppings were added

Prompts with taste adjective→little change

red fried rice blue fried rice green fried rice

Image 
differences 
in trained 
VQGAN
→little

Reconstructed quantitative evaluation of VQGAN
→More images and categories, better results.

-fried rice

fried rice-

Editing with a mask image → backgrounds were saved.

fried rice- -with egg -with bacon -with lettuce -with seafood -with ham


